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Abstract
Pseudonoise sequences generated by linear feedback shift
register (LFSRs) with some
nonlinear combining functions have
been
proposed as running key generators in stream ciphers
.Genetic algorithm has become a suitable searching or optimization
tool for solving many complex problems comparing with the
traditional search techniques. Genetic algorithm contains many
manipulations to speed up and improve the genetic algorithm
performance; these manipulations are selection, crossover and
mutation.
This paper considers a new approach to cryptanalysis based on the
algebraic attack with the application of a directed random search
algorithm called a Genetic algorithm. It is shown that such an
algorithm can be used to reduce the number of trials which are
needed to solve any system of linear and/or nonlinear Boolean
equations and determine the initial setting (basic key) of the
attacked generator using known plaintext attack, since stream
cipher encryption can be expressed by a linear and / or nonlinear
system of Boolean equations.
Well known system are taken for the case of study:1- Pless
system,2- Geffe system, 3- Bruer system, 4- J-k flip-flop, 5- OR
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system, 6- Multiplying (AND) system, 7- Police
Multiplexing.

systems, and 8-
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Genetic Algorithm (GA)

Boolean
Equations

1- Pless system
2- Geffe system
3- Bruer system 4Multiplexing 5- J-K flip-flop
6- AND (multiplying)
7- OR
system 8- Police system.
1. Genetic Algorithms Overview
Genetic algorithms are search and optimization methods based on the
mechanics of artificial selection and genetic recombination operators.
In genetic algorithms; a solution of the problem is called a collection
of genes; which are simply the parameters to be optimized. A genetic
algorithm creates an initial population; evaluates this population according
to some criteria (fitness function), and then selects the individual
according to the selection schemes, and mate (recombine) to form a new
population [1].
The evaluate-select-recombine sequence is repeated until one or
more of the following conditions are reached: proper solution is found,
time limit is reached, specific number of generations is reached and
individuals in population are the same or no improvement is done on the
population [2].
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To make the genetic algorithm work well, the user must specify the
number of parameters such as the population size, selection pressure,
crossover rate and mutation rate [3].
The proposed system is used for cryptographic and others
applications typically produce a binary sequence, that may be combined
into sequences or blocks of random numbers. There are two basic classes
of random generators which are deterministic and nondeterministic.

2. Elements of Genetic Algorithms
The genetic algorithms contain many basic elements these elements
which are:
2.1 Encoding scheme
First step needed before applying genetic algorithms is to create a
coding scheme. A coding scheme is a method for expressing a solution in
a string. There is no mechanical technique for creating one [4].
2.2 Fitness Function
To solve a problem, some means or procedures must be used to
discriminate good solution from bad solution. A fitness function returns a
single numerical fitness value, which is proportional to the ability, of the
individual represented by that chromosome and better chromosomes are
assigned higher fitness function values [5].
2.3 Selection
During this phase of genetic algorithm, individuals are selected from
the population, according to their fitness values, to produce offspring,
which will make up the next generation. Good individuals will probably
be selected several times in a generation; poor ones may not be
selected at
all. The goal of any selection method is to favor the
reproduction of good individuals in the population [6].
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2.3.1 Fitness Proportionate Selection with Roulette Wheel (RWS)
This method is the most common selection method in genetic
algorithms, in which the number of times, an individual is expected to be
reproduced is equal to its fitness divided by the sum of all fitness in the
population.
Simple method of implementing fitness proportionate selection is
"Roulette Wheel" which is conceptually equivalent to give each individual
a slice of a circular roulette wheel equal in area to the individual's fitness.
This selection scheme has drawback that the most significant is the
possibility of premature convergence (i.e. is a situation in which the
fitness variance in the population become very small, hence all individuals
have similar fitness values).There is another drawback this selection
scheme cannot be applied if the evaluation function can return negative
value [7].
2.4 Crossover
It is a recombinant operator that takes two individuals and
combines them to form two new solutions (offspring). Crossover is
not necessarily applied to all pairs of individuals selected for mating.
A choice is made, depending on a probability specified by the user. If
crossover is not applied; the offspring are simply duplications of the
parents[8].
2.4.1 Single Point Crossover (SPC)
Two individuals are chosen, whose chromosome strings are cuts at
some randomly position, which is, called crossover point. This produces
two "head" segments and two "tail" segments. The tail segments are then
swapped over to produce two new full-length children [9].
Chromosome A 1 0 1 1 0 0
Chromosome B 1 1 0 1 0 1
Child A

100101

Child B

111100
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2.5 Mutation
Mutation is a genetic operator that alters one or more gene values in a
chromosome from its initial state. This can result in entirely new gene
values being added to the gene pool. With these new gene values, the
genetic algorithm may be able to arrive at better solution than was
previously possible.
Mutation is an important part of the genetic search process as it helps
to prevent the population from stagnating at any local optima. Mutation
occurs according to user-definable probability [10].
2.5.1 Bits Inversion Mutation (BIM)
First order mutation is changes a single bit in a chromosome, where
select bits according on a probability specified by the user from the
selected chromosome and inverse it [11].
Chromosome A 0 1 0 1 1 0
Chromosome A' 1 1 1 1 0 0
3. Stream Cipher Overview
Stream ciphers are an important class of encryption algorithms that
encrypts individual characters (usually binary digits) of a plaintext
message one at a time, when a block ciphers tend to simultaneously
encrypt groups of characters of a plaintext message using a fixed
encryption transformation. Stream ciphers are generally faster than block
ciphers in hardware, and have less complex hardware circuitry.
They are also more appropriate, when buffering is limited or when
characters must be individually processed as they are received, stream
ciphers may also be advantageous in situations where transmission errors
are highly probable [11], [12].
There is a vast body of theoretical knowledge on stream ciphers, and
various design principles for stream ciphers have been proposed. This
unfortunate state of affairs can partially be explained by the fact that
most stream ciphers used in practice tend to be proprietary and
confidential [13].
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3.1 Stream Cipher Classification [14], [15]
The stream ciphers process plaintext in blocks as small as a single
bit, and the encryption function may vary as plaintext is processed; thus
stream ciphers are said to have memory. They are sometimes called state
ciphers since encryption depends on not only the key and plaintext, but
also on the current state. Stream ciphers can be either symmetric-key or
public-key. As illustrate below.

3.1.1 The one-time pad stream cipher [16]
Vernam cipher is a good example on a one time pad over the binary
alphabet this algorithm can defined by the equation (1)
Ci  M i  Ki
Equation (1)
Where M i are the plaintext digits, K i are the key digits, Ci are the
ciphertext digits and  are the XOR function are used. If the key stream
digits are generated independently and randomly, the Vernam cipher is
called a one-time pad, and is unconditionally secure against a ciphertext
only attack, see Figure (1).
Encryption

Decryption

mi

ci

ki

ci
XOR

ki

mi
XOR

Figure (1) General model of a one-time pad stream cipher

Shannon proved that a necessary condition for a symmetric
key
Shannon proved that a necessary condition for a symmetric key
regardless of the statistical distribution of the plaintext, and is optimal in
the sense that its key is the smallest possible among all symmetric-key
encryption schemes having this property.
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An obvious drawback of the one-time pad is that the key should be
as long as the plaintext, which increases the difficulty of key distribution
and key management.
3.1.2 Synchronous stream cipher [17]
A synchronous stream cipher is one in which the key stream is
generated independently of the plaintext message and of the ciphertext.
The encryption process of a synchronous stream cipher can be described
by the equations (2)
pi 1  f  pi , k 
zi  g  pi , k 
ci  hzi , mi 

Equation (2)

Where pi is the initial state and may be determined from the
key k , f is the next-state function, g is the function which produces the
key stream z i , and h is the output function which combines the key
stream and plaintext mi to produce ciphertext ci , In a synchronous stream
cipher, both the sender and receiver must be synchronized using the
same key to allow for proper decryption. The ciphertext digit that is
modified during transmission does not affect the decryption of other
ciphertext digits, the encryption and decryption processes are depicted in
Figure (2).
Encryption
pi

pi+1

Decryption
mi

ci

f

f

k

pi

pi+1

zi
g

h

k

ci

zi
g

h

-

mi

Figure (2) General Model of a Synchronous Stream Cipher
3.1.3 Asynchronous stream cipher [18]
Asynchronous stream cipher is one in which the key stream is
generated as a function of the key and a fixed number of previous
ciphertext digits. The encryption function of asynchronous stream cipher
can be described by the equation (3)
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pi  ci 1 , ci 2 , ci 3 , ci t 
zi  g  pi , k 

Equation (3)

ci  hzi , mi 
Where pi  ci1 , ci2 , ci3 , cit  is the (non-secret) initial state,

is the
key, g is the function which produces the key stream z i and h is the
output function which combines the key stream and plaintext mi to
produce ciphertext ci . The encryption and decryption processes are
illustrated in Figure (3).
Encryption

Decryption

......

....
..
k

g

k

......

mi
zi

h

....
..
k

ci

g

ci
zi

h

-

mi

Figure (3) General model of asynchronous stream cipher
Asynchronous is possible if cipher text digits are deleted or
inserted, because the decryption mapping depends only on a fixed
number of preceding ciphertext characters. Such ciphers are capable of
re-establishing proper decryption automatically after loss of
synchronization.
Suppose that the state of asynchronous stream cipher depends on
previous ciphertext digits. If a single ciphertext digit is modified during
transmission, then decryption of up to subsequent ciphertext digits may
be incorrect, after which correct decryption resumes, since each plaintext
digit influences the entire following ciphertext.
4. Shift Register [19], [20]
The vast majority of proposed key stream generators are based in some
way on the use of shift registers. There are many basic methods used
shift register; these methods are linear feedback shift register, nonlinear
feedback shift register, feedback with carry shift register and shrinking
register.
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4.1 Linear feedback shift register (LFSR) [21]
Linear feedback shift register are very familiar to electrical
engineers and coding theorists and very suited for high speed
implementations since they are easily implemented in both hardware and
software, they can produce sequences of large period and good statistical
properties, see Figure (4).

X1

X2

X3

.............

Xn

Output

XOR

Feedback

Figure (4) Linear feedback shift register
There are clearly has to be a drawback to such sequences that can
be easily and quickly generated and seem to have good properties of
random appearance, the other drawback is that they only have linear
complexity since they are generated using an n-stage linear feedback
shift register.
4.2 Nonlinear feedback shift register (NFSR) [22]
The output bit produce by a combination of Boolean function with
many binary inputs, these combination should be balanced, highly
nonlinear and correlation immune, see Figure (5).
X1

X2

X3

.............

Xn

Output

F(X1, X2, X3… Xn)
Feedback

Figure (5) Nonlinear feedback Shift register
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4.3 Feedback with carry shift register (FCSR) [23]
The FCSR is similar to the LFSR except that it has a small amount
of auxiliary memory. The difference is that during all iterations, the
memory content which is an integer is added to the sum of the selected
bits and the parity of this value, see Figure (6),

Output
X1

X2

X3

Xn

.............

Summation Function

Feedback

Mod 2

Figure (6) Feedback with carry shift register
4.4 Shrinking shift register (SSR) [24]
Shrinking shift register is a promising candidate for high speed
encryption applications. The designed shift register contains a
combination of (LFSR and\or NFSR and\or FCSR), then XOR function
is used to produce a single bit, see Figure (7).

LFSR

1………………m

NFSR

1………………n

Output
XO

FCSR

1………………p

Figure (7) Shrinking shift register
5. Police Circuit
A combination of logic circuits that produce a single output from
three inputs. The output depending on the status of third input (C) that
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determines the output. The output can be determined by the following
equation (4)
Output  A(C  1)  B * C
Equation (4)
Below diagram explain the police circuit and a simple example on
its work, see Figure (8).

A

0

A

B

C

Output

0

0

1

0 from B

0

1

1

1 from B

1

0

0

1 from A

1

1

0

1 from A

Output

C

1

B

Figure (8) Police circuit
6- The proposed system
In stream cipher encryption, the stream of binary message symbols
is combined with a pseudorandom sequence by modulo 2 additions. This
process can be expressed by a system of linear and / or nonlinear
Boolean equations depending on the type of the combining functions
which are used.
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Geffe system , For instance, with shift registers lengths 11,9,5 and
primitive feedback polynomials 101000000001 , 1000100001 , 100101
and
initial
setting
symbols
(A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,J,K)
,
(L,M,N,O,P,Q,R,S,T), (U,V,W,X,Y) respectively as show in figure 9:
Figure (9)Geffe system with shift registers length
11,9,5
Can be expressed by a system of nonlinear Boolean equations such as:

K*(T+1) + T*Y=K1
K*(S+1) +S*X=K2
I*(R+1) +R*W=K3
H*(Q+1) +Q*V=K4
G*(P+1) +P*U=K5
F*(O+1) +O*(Y+V) =K6
E*(N+1) +N*(X+U) =K7
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:
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:

:

:

:

:

This system of nonlinear Boolean equations describes the way in
which Geffe algorithm works.
In a known plaintext attack, the known plaintext is XORed with the
corresponding cipher text to find the corresponding key stream sequence
Ki (i=1, 2, 3,…) which is the output of the key generator i.e the right
hand side of the Boolean equations.
One way for solving such system of Boolean equations is to try all
possible solutions (key space) that’s mean if the system of Boolean
equations has n variables, we have to try 2 n -1possible solutions to find
the correct variables values.
The above system of nonlinear Boolean equations of Geffe example
has 25 variables, and hence, we have to try 2 25 -1 = 32554431 possible
solution, to determine the correct initial setting of Geffe system.
In this section we present a new approach for solving any system of
Boolean equations (linear and / or nonlinear) based on the application of
a directed random search algorithm, called Genetic Algorithm.
It is shown that such algorithm can be used to reduce the number of
possible solutions (key space) to be searched to solve any system of
Boolean equations and determine the correct initial setting (symbols
values) of the attacked generator .
6-1Application of Genetic Algorithm (GAs) to key search.
The focus of this section is to apply a genetic algorithm to the
problem of searching through the key space of stream cipher systems
which are expressed by systems of linear and \ or nonlinear Boolean
equations.
There are four major steps in preparing to use the
conventional genetic algorithm on fixed-length character strings to solve
a problem. These four major steps need to be defined in order in order to
set up such an approach.
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6-1-1 Key representation (coding scheme).
A coding scheme is a method for expressing a solution in a string.
Type of coding scheme to use depends on the problem. The coding
scheme we have chosen is given by a sequence of 0ʼs and 1ʼs (binary
string).the length of the string represents the number of distinct variables
in the system of equations.
The order of 0 and 1 in the binary string represents the underlying
substation . this means , the key 10110001110 indicates that the number
of variables in the system of Boolean equations is 11 (eleven) and the
variables (A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,J,K) values are going to be substituted in
the system of Boolean equations are :
A=1,B=0,C=1,D=1,E=0,F=0,G=0,H=1,I=1,J=1,K=0.
6-1-2 Creating a Fitness Function
In this study, our purpose is to find the (Binary) string which satisfies
all the given equations. The fitness function selected for this study is
based on the number of equations which are satisfied by a given binary
string.
Fitness = number of equations which are satisfied by a given binary
string.
This process is as follows:1- A given string is used to substitute in the system of equations.
2- The number of equations which are satisfied are counted and assigned
as fitness value.
6-1-3 Termination Conditions.
The threshold value (T) which was chosen for this study was the
number of equation which was created using the attacked generator.
T= Number of equations which are variable in the system file.
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We have used thus value (T) as a termination condition to a run of
our genetic system, and this was done by comparing T value with the
performance of all binary strings (fitness value) of all population strings
(structures) in each generation. We also have used a number of
generations to be run as another termination criterion.
6-1-4 the mating process
The breeding process (crossover operator) itself is achieved using
single point crossover method which was described above.
6-1-5 the Mutation process
The mutation operator is achieved using the bit inversion mutation
method which was described above.
6-1-6 The complete Algorithm
These processes are combined to create the complete genetic
algorithm.
The steps of the algorithm are:1- A random population of binary string is generated.
2- A fitness value for each string in the population is determined.
3- A biased random selection of parents is considered (based on
fitness)
4- The crossover operation is applied.
5- The mutation process is applied to the children.
6- A fitness value for each string in the new generation is determined.
The above algorithm can be written as:
Input:
POPSIZ [Population size]
CHROMLEN [chromosome length]
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EQFILE [equation file name]
MAXGEN [Maximum number of generation]
PRCROSS [crossover probability]
PRMUTATE [Mutation probability]
THRESHOLD (T) [Threshold value]
RANDOM SEED [Seed random number]

Process:
t ← 0 // t is the generation number //
Initialize p (t)
Evaluate strings in p (t)
While (t< MaxGen) and (fitness < Threshold) Do
t←t+1
Select p (t) from p (t-1)
Recombine strings in p (t)
Evaluate strings in p (t)
Repeat
Output:
Initial setting [initial setting of the attacked generator].

This process will stop after a fixed number of generation or a
specified value (T) will be met.
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6-2Results
The simulation of this algorithm is programmed in Pascal. It was
applied to many systems of linear and nonlinear Boolean equations. The
following table (1) shows some samples of those generators which were
attacked using genetic method. It also shows the number of equations
which are needed and the input parameters to genetic system and
generation number which contains the correct setting (initial setting) of
the attacked generator.

No.Of
S.R

S.R

Combining
Fn.Type

No.Of

Key

Cr.

Mu.

Pop.

Gen.

Eq.

Space

Prob.

Pro
b.

size

No.

2

3,4

J-K F-F

33

323

0.80

0.05

33

3

2

5,4

AND

33

333

0.80

0.05

33

3

1

4,3,2

GEFFE
SYS.

33

333

0.80

0.05

33

2

3

33

POLICE

33

2333

0.70

0.05

33

3

2

5,7

OR

32

3333

0.80

0.05

33

32

2

7,11

J-K F-F

33

2223
31

0.75

0.05

33

11

1

7,5,3

GEFFE
SYS

33

1232
3

0.80

0.05

33

33

lengths

Table (1) shows sample of generators and their results using genetic
method.
The minimum number of equations which are needed is equal to the
number of variables (the sum of lengths of shift registers which are used)
in the system of equations provided that all variables have to appear in
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those equations. Variations on the crossover and mutation procedures
may significantly affect the behavior of the algorithm.
6-3- Discussion
1- In this paper, it is argued that genetic algorithms are a valuable tool in
the cryptanalysis of certain classes of cipher, and it is shown that stream
ciphers can be broken using such a genetic algorithm.

2- This research has developed and tested the use of genetic algorithms
in cryptanalysis of stream cipher. This was achieved the proposed
system.
3-Our method have been applied to different samples of stream cipher
system, and they proved highly successful in finding a key of the
attacked generators. Their results are fully described table (3).
4- Optimization of control parameters for genetic algorithm in our
methods has been made.
6-4 Conclusion
1-It is pointed out that the analysis of our method (cryptanalysis with a
known-plaintext attack) is valid for all stream cipher systems.
2- Our original goal was clearly met. The genetic algorithm proved
highly successful in cryptanalysis of a stream cipher systems and
determining the initial setting of the attacked generators.
3- This work suggests that a new approach is needed to characterize
problem that may be difficult for genetic algorithm
4- Genetic algorithm can be used as a powerful tool in generating a
pseudo random sequences with good statistical properties and a high
linear complexity and overcome all problems and difficulties which face
designers of cipher systems.
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7-Future works
Several areas for future work suggest themselves:
(1) Investigating the noise of selection, the noise of genetic operators,
and the explicit noise or nondeterminism of the objective function and
their effect on the cryptanalysis of cipher systems.
(2) Numerous modifications have been made to the conventional genetic
algorithm. One of those modifications is called steady-state genetic
algorithm, another simple modification which has been made to the
conventional genetic algorithm is the replacement of linear crossover
with a cyclic crossover scheme. Investigating the effect of those
modifications on the cryptanalysis of cipher systems which were
attacked using the conventional genetic algorithm.
(3) Extra, or different, fitness functions might be investigated which may
give better results than those reported here.
(4) In addition, other more complicated ciphers such as block cipher may
be analyzed, using genetic algorithm.
(5) Use of parallel genetic algorithm in the cryptanalysis of stream cipher
system might be investigated.
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